Game Changer for
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Monitors AnyWhere Connect
is a combined hardware and
software solution that can
control digital signage with
different content channels,
anywhere in your establishment,
from a single PC.
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How does it work?
Monitors AnyWhere Connect uses HDMI over LAN technology, with a zero
client unit installed next to each screen. One PC is pushes the
content over the existing LAN to the zero clients, that feed it to the screens.
The display may feature cloning of the same content, different content on
different screens or a video wall.
Main Features:
Run a different PowerPoint presentation, web based content, video,
image, spreadsheet and others on each screen
Schedule a playlist for each screen
Create a video wall or clone a display on a group of screens
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Network Video Wall

The Monitors AnyWhere video wall solution uses HDMI over LAN zero
clients that connect to a controlling PC over the existing LAN. One PC can
control multiple video walls.
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Why Monitors AnyWhere’s Network Video Wall:
Manage multiple high deﬁnition video walls with a standard PC
No need to install any additional video cards on the host PC
No need for splitters, cable extenders or other cumbersome infrastructures
Enjoy the freedom of placing the central PC anywhere within the local area network
Easily create eye catching video walls that run videos, images, HTML5 content and more

Online Monitors AnyWhere

Online Monitors AnyWhere is a hosted, cloud-based Content Management
System that displays pre-designed layouts on hundreds and thousands of
remote screens. The simple design of the layouts and the control of the
displays can be done from any device with Internet access. Built-in apps allow
adding YouTube, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Weather, RSS feeds and other
interactive apps to create eye-catching content on your screens.
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Why Online Monitors AnyWhere:
Control thousands of remote displays in your organisation from any device
with internet access
Easily design beautiful and attractive layouts
Add information from advanced apps like YouTube, Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram, Yammer
Schedule what will be shown, and when
Easy to use and very affordable

Advanteges:
Create a video wall in just a few minutes
Save money by utilizing USB Adapters instead of expensive video
cards or multi-monitor graphic boxes
Create a stretched desktop with a resolution of up to 8K
Display an application on each monitor or span one application
across multiple screens
Use your laptop to push content onto a large array of screens
Includes bezel compensation

info@monitorsanywhere.com
www.monitorsanywhere.com
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Our latest product is the revolutionary USB wall a simple and inexpensive way of creating and
controlling a high-quality video wall. Using our
innovative software, coupled with USB to HDMI
adapters, we offer this very affordable and easy
to build video wall solution.

